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Hi, my name is Anika.

My family has moved into a new house

in a small village not far from Stockholm

where my mother and father work.

The house is close to a clear blue lake

and a beautiful birch forest.

The only thing that spoils our view

is the old red log cabin next door.



One day, the owner of the log cabin came over to visit us.

She was an elderly woman with a cane in one hand 

and a plate of cakes in the other.

She said to my mother, 

“I am Stena your neighbor.
I’ve made some cakes for you and your family.
I know young mothers have very little time
to bake because they have to work hard
to pay high government taxes.
So please enjoy these.”

A central or local government collects taxes from people.

Paying taxes is a civic responsibility for everyone. Tax money

is used for things like national defence and social programs.



It turned out that Grandma Stena 

had lived in the village most of her life.

She knew the village better than anyone.

She moved around the streets with her cane faster 

than I could go on my scooter.
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One sunny Sunday,

I stopped outside the red log cabin.

Grandma Stena was planting flowers

in her beautiful front garden.

She gave me a friendly wave

and then suddenly groaned. Ihave
beenkneelingtoolong

an
dI
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I helped Grandma Stena into her house.

The inside of the log cabin was old like the outside.

Stairs creaked, doors clattered and I saw a wall

covered with words and drawings.



Grandma Stena came out of the bedroom

and gently stroked the wall.



A doctor and a helper from the  kommun came.

The doctor looked after Grandma Stena

while the helper prepared a meal for her

and cleaned up the inside of the house.

The doctor said, “Grandma Stena,

your arthritis has got much worse.

This house is too cold for you

and the stairs are inconvenient.

I recommend you move away

to a more comfortable home.” *Sweden is divided into counties. Each county is further divided into a number of municipalities
called kommun. A kommun is responsible for social welfare measures that are funded through
taxes. Senior citizens enjoy medical service and other benefits through the kommun.

*



That night, I told my parents what had happened

to Grandma Stena next door.

Mom said, “We should spend more time with her.”

“Yes, Mom. She always looks busy and cheerful

but today I realized she is very lonely.”



A few days later, I heard an ambulance.

I was curious and ran outside.

Grandma Stena was on a stretcher

and was being taken to the hospital.

The staircase had collapsed under her

and she had been hurt.

I hoped she was going to be all right.



The red log cabin looked very lonely

without Grandma Stena in it.

She had a broken leg set in a cast

and would be in hospital for ten days.

But we have received some good news 

about Grandma Stena. The government  

will let her stay in her old log cabin, 

and it will be repaired for free

so she will be safe and warm.



The next day, work started on the red log cabin.

The roof was fixed, new doors were installed,

and double-glazed windows were put in

to keep out the cold winds.

The stairs became a secure ramp.

Workmen covered the drawings

on the wall with white paint.

I wondered if Grandma Stena would like that.



Today was a holiday, so Mom and I

visited Grandma Stena in hospital.

She let me sign my name on her cast.

When I told her about the work

that had been going on in her house,

she said she was very happy.

But I noticed tears in her eyes.
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At last came the day for Grandma Stena

to come home from the hospital.

I wanted to make a special surprise for her,

so I rushed over to the red log cabin

as soon as I got out of school.

Later I worried about what I had done.

Was it the right kind of surprise?

What if she was angry with me?



Sitting in her wheelchair,

Grandma Stena looked at my drawings,

then she held out her arms to me.

I ran to her and she hugged me tightly.
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The midnight sun in Sweden ▶

Sweden is one of the northernmost countries in

the world. Located far from the earth’s equator, its

northern districts cross the Arctic Circle. The land

is long and narrow, surrounded by mountains and

forests, and has some 100,000 lakes.

The Midnight Sun In the northernmost parts

of Sweden inside the Arctic Circle, the sun

remains out for 24 hours in each of the summer

months of June and July.  This gives l ight

throughout the night.

The Economy of Sweden Sweden is technologically

advanced and its economy is fuelled by industrial

engineering-related industries. Sweden is a leading

exporter of transport equipment and robotic

research and development, exporting them throughout the world for high returns. The

Swedish automobile industry is also highly developed, producing many world-class brands.

Welfare for Young Children Sweden is

ranked number one in terms of welfare. In fact,

young children benefit greatly from the welfare

system. The mother of a newborn baby is granted

a year of paid leave to care for her child. Every

child over the age of four is eligible to receive free

pre-school education, three hours a day. This type

of education is called ‘free education.’ In addition,

all education, from elementary school to graduate

school, is funded by the government.
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Anika’s Homeland:SWEDEN

ABOUT THE STORY

Hello Girls and Boys,

I am Anika from the suburbs of Stockholm, Sweden.

I grew up in the city but we moved not long ago.

Grandma Stena was the first neighbor I met.

She is kind and funny, but she is also lonely.

Since coming out of hospital, she’s been living

in her renovated log cabin where a nurse

and a community doctor look after her.

The highly developed welfare system in Sweden

makes it possible for elderly citizens

to live alone without much difficulty.

I go over to Grandma Stena’s house

every chance I get, to talk with her

and to help her out in the garden. 

The help I offer her is nothing

compared to the love and attention

I get in return.

Sincerely, 

Anika

From Cradle to Grave

What is a welfare system and how has it developed

over the years?

What are some challenges of a welfare system?

What difficulties must be overcome in the Korean

welfare system?

Let's Think

Area: 449,964 km2

Capital: Stockholm

Major Language: Swedish
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The Emergence of the Welfare System

A welfare system is a government initiative

to ensure basic needs for its citizens. 

In the late 19th century, the German 

government introduced the world’s first

social welfare system, passing the world’s

first medical care law and ensuring that

basic medical needs were met in poor

laborers. The German government was

first also, to formulate a pension plan for

persons with disabilities. The benefits of

the first welfare system may not have

been as plentiful as they are today, but the 

introduction of such a system has shaped

society significantly.

From Cradle to Grave

The term ‘national welfare’  originated in Sweden. Welfare expenditure accounts for 33% of

government revenues in Sweden, the highest in all of Europe. The Swedish welfare system

does not merely provide temporary provision of grants based on assessment of needs, but it

seeks to cover every citizen from cradle to grave. In other words, the welfare system in

Sweden aims to protect citizens at all times, from when they are born to when they die.

Social Welfare and Taxes

A lot of money is required to establish a social

welfare system. This money comes from tax

money paid by citizens. A tax is money collected

for government issued services. There are two

main types of taxes: national taxes and local

taxes. A national tax is collected for government-

level expenditure, including national defence,

diplomacy and the economy. A local tax is 

collected to pay for local-level expenditures,

such as education, public facilities and social

welfare.

The Weakness of Social Welfare

Social welfare exists to benefit the citizens of

a country. However, each social welfare benefit

or policy the government passes, increases

government taxes. The higher the taxes, 

the less motivated the people are to work. 

In countries with well-developed welfare 

systems, unemployment and welfare grants

and pensions nearly match the income one

would receive as a salary. This creates a

“why work at all?” attitude in people. 

The social welfare system does benefit citi-

zens who face difficult financial times.

However, in a ‘from cradle to grave’ type of

welfare system, many individuals transfer

their responsibility for the quality of their

lives, to the government.

Social Welfare in South Korea

South Korea, like other developed countries, has an established social welfare system that

aims to protect its citizens. New policies, measures and funding will continue to increase.

However, social welfare in Korea focuses on protecting people with disabilities, senior citizens

and other socially disadvantaged individuals. A task that lies ahead is for Korea to extend its

welfare benefits to all citizens, including young children through free education policies and

child allowances.
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Let's Talk

Discuss what a good welfare system would look like:

1. Is social welfare necessary?

2. What if you could improve social welfare, but had to pay 

higher taxes?

3. What social welfare policies benefit you?

4. If you were President of your country, what social welfare 

policy would you introduce?

▲An elderly woman in Germany receiving care

under the welfare system

▲Social welfare benefits for persons with disabilities

▲Children receiving free education in Sweden
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